! ! generalizing and even ahistorical character of the Anthropocene as a "charismatic megaconcept" meant to rename and reframe an entire geological epoch. 4 Ocean trash, after all, is not so much about the long history of Homo sapiens as it is about a set of very particular historical and social practices that have produced this waste: commodity production and consumption. Some scholars have asked whether the Anthropocene might better be known as the Capitalocene. 5 My examination of recent avatars of the Hokusai figure builds on art historian Christine Guth's Hokusai's Great Wave: Biography of a Global Icon, the essential account of the worldwide history and travel of the Wave image. Guth brilliantly examines the mutating social life of Hokusai's image, from its production in late-Edo Japan to its emergence as a French, Euro-American, and then global signifier of all things Japanese; from its work in Japanese nationalism to its play in circuits of commodity capitalism; from its status as a shorthand for international high art to its popular manifestation as a lifestyle brand (think surfing); and from its early conscription into classical Western aesthetics of the sublime to its increasing association with looming global environmental disaster. 6 The commentary I offer here-really just a footnote to Guth's definitive book-examines how artists are today rematerializing Hokusai's Wave so that they might call attention to the beleaguered life of the sea in the age of a toxic and trashed modernity. ! An orienting historical sketch of the conditions of the print's early production, consumption, and reception: European and American assessments of "Under the Wave" have often tagged the image as quintessentially Japanese, an example of the "floating world" artistic style of the Edo period, a piece that represents waved nature as yin and the confident (if imperiled) fishermen in their boat as yang. Locating the print within wider political economic matrices, however, tells a less insular, perhaps less Orientalist, story. Guth argues that the first receptions of Hokusai's wave (in Japan, but also elsewhere) were keyed to a transitional moment in Japanese history. 7 Where once waves symbolized the divine agency of the sea as a substance protecting the perimeter of Japan, in the early 19 th century, as Russia, the United States, and England angled for access to Japanese ports, the wave came to suggest forces of foreign incursion and influence. The print itself, a view of Japan from outside (Mount Fuji marks the place), was caught within these forces, quoting what would have been recognizable in its time as Dutch pictorial practice: a horizontal composition, a prominent featuring of peasant fishermen, and a demand that the picture be read left to right, rather than up-down and right-left.
The blueness of the wave crystallized translocal connection, too; prints were made using not the then usual indigo, but a newly fashionable synthetic dye called Berlin Blue, imported to Japan from Germany via China. This blue, Guth suggests, "materialized the relation between Japan and the world beyond its shores, making the medium part of the message. Hokusai's 'Under the Wave' thus participated in a discourse in which the beholder did not simply imagine China and Europe but experienced them bodily." 8 This wave sat symbolically, visuo-chemically, in a moment of 19 th century globalization.
Hokusai's wave, then, in turn, traveled transnationally. Its aesthetic made its way into Europe, where Claude Monet, who became a fervent collector of Hokusai's woodblocks, created his 1865 painting, "The Green Wave," in direct homage. Monet, like many others in the tradition of wave painting, was fascinated by how the materiality of different sorts of paint, properly deployed, might summon the materiality of water waves themselves. That concern with materiality, I maintain, has been recently amplified in a moment when the substance of the sea is itself widely understood to be in jeopardy. Building upon the arguments of art historian Irmgard Emmelhainz, who has offered that the Anthropocene is too overwhelming to image whole and that therefore "the Anthropocene era implies not a new image of the world, but the transformation of the world into images," I suggest that such images now increasingly draw material stuff into their ambit. 9 Let me motivate this claim with a perhaps unexpected data point. In 1986, feminist artist Pat Steir offered a critique of what she judged to be dominant apprehensions of the Wave image. She argued that too many reproductions and quotations seemed to shore up a distant and contemplative reading of the wave-what we might tag as an out-of-body oculocentrism. Steir's "First Wave after Hokusai in Blue," was scaled at eight-by-eight feet, an outsized dimension that permitted her to use her full arm length to render a crashing wave, evoking, she hoped, a more visceral, less meditative and detached (if still, perhaps, sublime) experience. 10 This explicit transport of Hokusai's wave into a conversation about embodiment and materiality sets up the life that Hokusai's wave has in today's catastrophe-conscious world. In the newest rescriptings of the Great Wave, there is much less of the contemplative and much more of the calamitous. The Wave has come to stand for imminent disaster-climatic and ! ! more-and operates as something of a call to arms. It now no longer jeopardizes only the small fishing boat in the image, but also a wider translocal polity. It operates as a harbinger of danger to/for the viewer, who is addressed as a person caught up in a world in which catastrophe is globalized. In some ways, this leverages earlier habits of viewing toward new purposes; Guth writes, "the vantage point adopted in 'Under the Wave off Kanagawa' erases the boundaries between subject and object, transforming the viewer into a participant in this watery drama;" 11 the participant nowadays becomes the environmentally freaked out citizen. No surprise that, in the aftermath of the 2011 tsunami, the Wave was reactivated to speak, in a range of editorial cartoons, to that disaster ( Figure 2) , even sometimes being used as an icon for warnings in tsunami zones ( Figure 3 ). Not everyone has been sanguine about this appropriation. Earth and Ocean scientists in particular have been adamant that Hokusai's wave not be mistaken for a tsunami. Tsunamis do not feature cresting troughs, but arrive rather as encroaching floods. Just because the word tsunami is Japanese and the woodcut is Japanese, they emphasize, does not mean the Wave represents a tsunami. 12 It is in connection with worries about anthropogenic climate change and ocean pollution that the Great Wave is having its latest fleet of repurposings and deployments. People creating such representations are keenly aware of the potency of the image they use; indeed, it is because Hokusai's image has circulated so widely that it makes sense to appropriate it, and to do so in a critical, even ironic, register. Take, for example, figure 4 , which shows a biospheric city floating on a turbulent sea, about to be swamped by a giant wave. In this image, Japan's Mount Fuji is replaced by a symbol of the cosmopolitan globe-a fragile urban utopia cradled in a bubble that is riding on the unsteady foam of a modernity turning against itself. 13 As Guth suggests, "The elimination of Mount Fuji, a feature of many of its commodified articulations, has helped the image migrate by unmooring it from Japan." 14 The substitution of a globe for Mount Fuji in this image makes it speak to putatively Earthly matters; the peril of the wave has been transposed and scaled up, from local to global. It is also worth remarking that the wave, frozen in the moment just before it breaks, now symbolizes imminent disaster, crash, and collapse. In Figure 4 , it appears as the culminating insult of global warming, morphing the formalism of a graph into the material evocation of a figurative image. ! And this move from form to material gets me to those usages of most interest to me here: those that center on the increasingly trashy texture of today's ocean and ocean waves-and that do so by using (or purporting to use) trash from the sea itself. In such representations, the medium becomes crucial to the message. Media have, of course, long been central to representations of the ocean in motion, concretizing culturally and historically situated imaginations of water waves and techniques of rendering such waves. Painters such as J.M.W. Turner and Winslow Homer are famous for their attempts faithfully to render the sea with specific oils and watercolors, with various kinds of canvases and watercolor papers, and with techniques such as blotting, scraping, rewetting, and more. 15 But those techniques and media-paint, paper-have not generally been understood to participate in the substance of sea; they are one-step-removed representations, partaking in the aesthetic of the distanced sublime. 16 Contemporary wave art, particularly that which comments upon the increasing load of garbage in the sea, now seeks to incorporate material gathered from the sea, the material detritus of large-scale human consumption and enterprise.
! !
As one example, take Figure 6 , a 2011 parade float from Huntington Beach, California, made of trash collected from that beach, a float that has Hokusai's print as one obvious reference. (Figure 7) , is a photograph that depicts 2.4 million pieces of plastic, "the estimated number of pounds of plastic pollution that enter the world's oceans every hour." This piece is intended as a commentary on the great Pacific trash vortex, a collection of trash spiraling around in the middle of the Pacific. 17 As Guth has suggested, Hokusai's wave is easily adapted to a "growing focus on the real world operations of nature-volcanic eruptions, typhoons, floods, and earthquakes," perhaps particularly because so many "have occurred in the Pacific region." 18 Guth's analysis nicely accounts for such representations of the Pacific trash vortex. Although the legend that travels with Jordan's Gyre image states that, "All of the plastic in this image was collected from the Pacific Ocean," "Gyre" is in fact a digital mosaic of photographs of trash, many replicated multiple times within the work (with the original, model trash samples provided to Jordan by marine researcher Charles Moore, who gathered them in the Pacific Gyre). 19 Art historian Caroline Jones (personal communication) worries that this is a bait-and-switch-a rhetorical sell of the piece that fools many viewers (especially those who have seen it only on the Internet, which will be most of us) into thinking that this is composed ! of real trash, and thereby (perhaps) a virtuous repurposing, recycling, of garbage into art. That said, the Internet apparition of this photomosaic, which permits the user to zoom in and out, offers something differently intriguing-a play with the micro and macro that may make this piece less representation than performance, a call to connect the tiny to the global through the impossible work of what Timothy Clark has called "derangements of scale." 20 But someone has rendered "The Great Wave" in sea-sourced trash. Bonnie Monteleone, of the marine debris lab in the University of North Carolina, Wilmington, has done exactly what one might at first imagine Jordan did:
She took the plastics she had gathered in each ocean and modeled them on the wellknown woodblock print, "The Great Wave" by Japanese artist Hokusai done around 1830. She wanted to demonstrate how altered the oceans are now, compared with less than 200 years ago. … Monteleone wants the art exhibit to go from coast to coast, much like the AIDS Memorial Quilt that went around the country. 21 Figure 8 is a photo of an image made with actual trash pasted onto a surface. 
If the Berlin Blue of Hokusai's 1829 woodcut materially indexed an earlier moment of globalization, this 2011 version, made of trash, concretizes the garbage globalization of our day. If imperial Europe used paint to summon subjective impressions of a sublime sea, meditative and malignant both, work in our time of environmental crisis employs the debris of the sea as material, underscoring the entanglement of human representations of the sea with the very substance of oceans themselves. Davis and Turpin write in Art in the Anthropocene that, "the concept and practice of art has moved increasingly to consider the material configuration of the world." 22 That is happening here.
Such material considerations, of course, can be multiple. Writing on projects to reproduce the Great Wave in public art murals, Guth argues that such manifestations "bring home sociocultural awareness of both the challenges and the opportunities of global change. … adaptive reuses of the wave speak to a yearning for materiality in a globalizing world of mediated and virtual experiences." 23 As I have suggested here, however, that materiality is not always an unmediated good, worth yearning for. Sometimes new materializations of the Wave serve as warnings-correctives, not palliatives.
Guth aids us enormously in comprehending these aspects of Wave remakings as well. Guth writes that waves are "resonant signifiers of both the deterritorializing effects of globalization and the hybridity resulting from the mixing of their waters." 24 Trash Wave art works in this fashion, fusing an "image of the disruptive powers of nature" with worries about "the potentially disruptive effects of the flow of people, goods, and ideas across national borders." 25 "Nature" is revealed as sullied by capitalism. 26 "The wave and global environmental awareness have intersected," writes Guth, "the one arousing expectations of the other." 27 In 2015, that intersection has brought viewers, I have argued, into the Anthropocene/ Capitalocene-or, as Jussi Parikka might call it, the Anthrobscene, the toxic material accompaniment of computational, tablet, and smartphone media culture, which, far from ushering the contemporary world into a "paperless" ecotopian sublime, fills the world with poisons consequent on producing, consuming, and discarding the devices that permit (some) people to make global assessments at all. 28 Hokusai Waves in the Anthropocene, Capitalocene, or Anthrobscene are art-world instantiations of what scholars in the humanities are calling the "new materialisms," 29 the attempt to get at an extra-linguistic, extra-representational accounting of the physical world as something apart from humans. They are signs, perhaps, of a collapsing boundary between notions of watery form and watery material. The representation of waves these days mixes the formal and material in ways that suggest that the boundaries between the two terms have been breached. Whether renderings of Hokusai's print in trash serve as a call to arms is an open question. Guth writes that, "Hokusai's print has been especially helpful in grappling with representations of disaster in an interconnected world because by aestheticizing and exoticising it also fulfills the function of distancing it." 30 While one might differ on the point of whether such aestheticizing can be read as helpful (for what, to whom?), the hope of the art works I have discussed here is precisely the opposite of generating aestheticized distance. Whether that hope materializes remains to be seen; the watery scene of the Anthropocene is still very much in the making and breaking.
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